Lab Stewardship: Eliminating Unnecessary Blood Testing by Improving Evidence-based Ordering of Cardiac Biomarkers for Acute Coronary Syndrome

Summary: Eliminate excessive troponin I tests and other cardiac injury biomarkers, such as Creatine phosphokinase (CK) or Creatine kinase-MB (CKMB), that are not as effective by using pop-up warnings and rules during the ordering process.

Module: POM

Setting: Emergency Department and Inpatient

Source: Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center (JHBMC) is a 555 bed academic medical center in Baltimore, MD. JHBMC offers a wide range of services, including a trauma center and neonatal intensive care unit that are part of the statewide system, and a nationally renowned geriatrics center. As an academic teaching hospital, all of the physicians at Johns Hopkins Bayview are full-time faculty at The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.

Objective: Lab Stewardship (the right test at the right time for the right patient), eliminating unnecessary blood testing and decreasing healthcare spending.

Outcome(s): Successful Results in just one year!
- Reduced Laboratory charges by $1.25 million implementing interventions including CDSi with MEDITECH’s CPOE
- 66% decrease in unnecessary blood tests ordered
- 38.4% increase compliance with evidence-based ordering guidelines of cardiac biomarkers - from 57.1 % to 95.5 %

Platform: Client/Server. JHBMC implemented MEDITECH’s CPOE with embedded CDS over ten years ago (2003). All medication and laboratory orders are placed using CPOE by providers, primarily residents.

Description
Researchers at Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center designed and implemented a multimodal intervention to improve evidence-based ordering of cardiac biomarkers for the diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome (ACS), publishing their successful outcomes and outlining the implementation in the paper Reducing Excess Cardiac Biomarker Testing at an Academic Medical Center published in the Journal of General Internal Medicine.

The focus of the guideline is on tests to assess the levels of troponin, a contractile protein that increases in serum after myocardial necrosis; it is a sensitive and specific marker of acute MI. Often troponin tests are repeated four or more times in a 24-hour period, which is excessive according to the literature, and often ordered along with tests for other cardiac injury biomarkers, such as Creatine phosphokinase (CK) or Creatine kinase-MB (CKMB) that are not as effective.
Using the clinical decision support (CDS) capabilities in MEDITECH's Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE), they implemented the following rules to support guideline-concordant ordering of cardiac biomarkers:

1) Their guideline specifies that troponin should be assessed no more than three times, approximately spaced over 18 to 24 hours. The ability to order troponin multiple times up front was eliminated by writing a rule to eliminate series ordering.

2) A duplicate order pop-up warning alerts providers when a troponin test is ordered within six hours of another troponin level.

3) A pop-up warning displays when a provider attempts to order Creatine phosphokinase (CK) or Creatine kinase-MB (CKMB). The pop up warning states:
   a) CK: “Creatine phosphokinase (CK) should not be ordered for evaluation of acute coronary syndrome as it offers no additional benefit beyond troponin alone.”
   b) CKMB: “According to national guidelines, troponin is the preferred biomarker for detecting myocardial injury. CK-MB is only appropriate when troponin levels are unavailable.”

In response to these pop-up warnings, providers may choose to either erase, override or acknowledge the warning.

In addition to using CDSi, JHBMC removed from all standardized order sets, including several admission and routine daily order sets, orders for Creatine phosphokinase and Creatine kinase-MB. Troponin orders were removed from all order sets, except two that are used for evaluating new acute coronary syndrome symptoms.

Finally, with the exception of ED triage order sets, they eliminated orders for nurses to initiate cardiac biomarker testing, and educated nursing and providers that orders for cardiac biomarkers should be ordered directly by providers.
Where the Rule is Triggered

**Physician presented with a Rule that Series Orders for Troponin are Not Permitted:**
Patient presents to the Emergency Department with Chest Pain. ED Physician orders the Chest Pain Protocol order set, which includes a Troponin I test.
The Physician edits the Troponin to be ordered as a series and upon filing is presented with the error “Series ordering is not allowed for this procedure.”
Duplicate Order Check
Troponin I level comes back as 0.4 ng/mL and 4 (less than 6) hours later another Troponin I test is ordered in CPOE. The following alert is triggered, to warn the user another Troponin was ordered within 6 hours:

MEDITECH Tip: We are aware that certain emergency departments use accelerated diagnostic protocols to help them differentiate high and medium risk ACS patients from lower risk ones. In these cases, a second troponin is obtained as early as 2 hours after the first and a soft stop rule allowing the provider to proceed to order is appropriate.
A pop-up warning alerts providers when she/he attempts to order Creatine phosphokinase (CK):
Physician attempts to place a Creatine phosphokinase (CK) order and is presented with an alert that prevents it from being ordered.

JHBMC set this rule up as a ‘soft stop’ and it will always flag the user. The provider may proceed to place the order and will not be prompted to document an override reason.

Of note, the provider may be considering other diagnoses such as rhadomyolosis, malignant neuroleptic syndrome, polymyositis, and others, when ordering CK is beneficial, and a soft stop enables the provider to move forward.
A pop-up warning alerts providers when she/he attempts to order Creatine Kinase-MB (CKMB):

Physician places an order for Creatine kinase-MB (CKMB) and is alerted that CKMB is not the preferred biomarker test for myocardial injury. This rule is set up as a ‘hard stop’ so the user is provided the option to Override the message or Erase the order:

The warning is always triggered, even in valid scenarios, but JHBMC felt its benefits justified its existence. They initially lobbied to remove the procedure as orderable at the organizational level, but were met with enough resistance from Cardiologists to allow it to remain.

Implementation Recommendations

JHBMC details in their paper Reducing Excess Cardiac Biomarker Testing at an Academic Medical Center published in the Journal of General Internal Medicine and in the online Appendix 1 the strategies for achieving success. The areas JHBMC’s recommends hospitals focus resources is on culture change, physician education, and order set review and implementation of IT system changes. A summary of each is outlined below:

Culture Change

For JHBMC, culture change was the hardest part of the process. They recognized early in the process the need to identify a strong physician within the organization to support the change.
They successfully obtained buy in from the Chief in the Division of Cardiology who helped them fully engage the cardiologists in the intervention.

In addition, they engaged in direct outreach with the providers, 87% represented the specialties of General Internal Medicine, Pulmonary services and the Emergency Department, who most frequently ordered cardiac biomarkers. The emergency department providers in particular are fruitful as their research found that for many patients, the first one or two orders for cardiac biomarkers were initiated by emergency department providers. The approach they took was primarily face to face communication with physicians during regularly scheduled meetings. During these meetings they reviewed the evidence. The 2007 *National Academy of Clinical Biochemistry Laboratory Medicine Practice Guidelines: Clinical characteristics and utilization of biochemical markers in acute coronary syndromes*, which was developed in conjunction with the American Heart Association\(^1\), is one compelling reference that helped convince their providers.

Once the CDSi went Live in the CPOE system and providers adopted the changes, peer pressure helped to bring on board the remaining providers.

**Physician Education**

Prior to instituting changes to the CPOE system, an e-mail communication was sent to all providers at JHBMC that outlined the mission and goals of *Physicians for Responsible Ordering*, which is a group of providers at JHBMC representing Internal Medicine, ED, Pathology, and administration, who are committed to reducing low value inpatient diagnostic tests ordering. They also provided:

- summary of the cardiac biomarker ordering guideline
- copy of simple pocket-sized reference card for the house staff
- a review of the changes to cardiac biomarker ordering planned for MEDITECH’s CPOE.\(^1\)

As noted above, they also provided physician education during regular standing meetings. They estimate that anywhere from 25-75% of providers in the following groups were present for these meetings. Specifically, they met at an internal medicine housestaff morning report, a monthly internal medicine housestaff administrative lunch meeting, and monthly administrative meetings for hospitalists, MICU and CICU nursing staff, and the emergency department.

**Order Set Review and IT System Changes**

Prior to the start of the project, the system setup encouraged physicians to order more tests than needed. JHBMC started by reviewing their order sets for cardiac biomarkers and their Clinical Decision Support rules to evaluate if there was way to encourage better behavior.

They utilized the Client/Server ‘Update Sets’ routine to audit all orders sets including favorite order sets to look for orders that contain cardiac biomarkers. Available orders for cardiac biomarkers were troponin-I, total CK, and total CK and CK-MB fraction ordered together (CK-MB could not be ordered independent of total CK). They found:

- 20 order sets containing orders for CK/CK-MB
- Two order sets for CK

---

\(^1\) *Reducing Excess Cardiac Biomarker Testing at an Academic Medical Center* - Online Appendix 1
- Eight order sets with troponin.
- Two order sets contained an order for nurses to “Start CK Curve for CP, PRN” or they could also be ordered individually.

They printed the list and contacted the appropriate department or content experts to review the proposed order set changes to provide rules to support guideline-concordant ordering of cardiac biomarkers. The Removal discussion was conducted primarily by email and most departments were fine with the changes.

The 'Update Sets' routine can be utilized to identify both the Standard and Favorite Order Sets containing the orders. Once identified and approval is obtained, sets you wish to proceed with automatically removing the orders from can be individually selected from a picklist. You may also wish to review, obtain approvals and update each order set manually.

JHBMC believes that the combination of provider education and changes to the CPOE system were effective in aligning physician ordering behavior of cardiac biomarker test ordering at their institution with national evidence-based guidelines.
Build Process

OE Rule Dictionary
1. Build a rule to prevent the ordering of Troponin as a series.

Entry Screen

Editor
2. Build a rule to prevent the ordering of Creatine phosphokinase (CK) to evaluate Acute Coronary Syndrome.

**Entry Screen**
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**Editor**
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3. Build a rule to warn against the ordering of Creatine kinase-MB (CKMB) when Troponin levels are available.

**Entry Screen**
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**Editor**
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OE Procedure Dictionary

1. Define ‘Duplicate Order Hours’ to alert Provider if Troponin has been ordered within 6 hours.

Troponin Duplicate Order Hours
2. Attach rule to prevent the ordering of Troponin as a series.

**Troponin Rule**
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3. Attach rule to prevent the ordering of Creatine kinase (CK) to evaluate Acute Coronary Syndrome.

CK rule
4. Attach rule to warn against the ordering of Creatine kinase-MB (CKMB) when Troponin levels are available.

**CKMB rule**
5. Use the ‘Update Sets’ routine to audit all orders sets, including favorite order sets, to look for orders that contain cardiac biomarkers.

Once identified as containing the specified order, sets can be individually selected to accept the modification.
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